INTRODUCTION
In 1998, the human embryonic stem cell lines were successfully set up by Shamblott and Thomson. 1,2 It brought a biological medical revolution which made the basic and clinical application of stem cells become the most popular topic of the 21 st century life Science. Thus it has been named one of the biggest scientific and technological achievements both in 1999 and 2000 by the United States magazine "Science".
BASIC CONCEPTS
Stem cells (SC) are a kind of primitive cells which have some abilities, including infinite proliferation, renewing itself and multiplex differentiation potential. 3 Under certain conditions, they have the potential of regenerating all kinds of tissue organ and human body, also known as "universal cells". According to different development stages, they can be classified into the embryonic stem cells (ES cells) and adult stem cells (somatic stem cells).
There are four sources for the current human embryonic stem cells, which are: excess gametes or blastocysts from in vitro fertilization, fetal cells from the embryo in Natural or voluntary abortion, blastosphere or single sex split blastocysts from somatic cell nuclear transfer technique, reproductive cells from voluntary donations. 4 
THE CLINICAL APPLICATIONS OF STEM CELLS
In recent years, with the rapid development of cell biology especially stem cells research, a great deal of explorations has been done in the global stem cell therapy field, which has made a series of exciting results. With some basic research achievements in stem cell therapies such as the blood system, cardiovascular system, diabetes, liver damage, nervous system, retina disease and cancer, its show abroad application prospect. 5, 12 The ethics problems encountered in the clinical application of stem cells. According to the development stage, stem cells are divided into embryonic stem cells (ES cells) and adult stem cells (somatic stem cells). Due to a great number of embryonic experiments involved in embryonic stem cells researches, the ethical debate in ES cells field is much more heated compared with adult stem cells, which mainly come from patients themselves. This article mainly introduces the ethical problems of embryonic stem cells.
The debate on the ethical status of human embryo
The heart of the debate focuses on whether embryo is a human, and whether getting embryonic stem cells is murdering. 13 To answer these questions, we need to distinguish the biological significance between human being and personality in the sense of people. As a "person", there should have three levels of significance at least.
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The significance on biology levels
As a "person", he has the unique genetic materials, which are specific to the people of hominid, personal characteristics with its 23 chromosomes and the related genes, special physical form and function, the development potential of consciousness with experience, and the brain development and social interaction potential.
The significance on psychology levels
As a "person", he must have self-awareness, or the ability of the conscious experience. Only "person" has selfawareness and the ability of the conscious experience.
The significance on sociology levels
At any time and any place, a "person" is always in a given society. Conscious experience ability completely formats between people in the social life, which also can format between people in the sense of biology and social interactions. And this character is an essential feature that makes people become a "person".
Xuetao P, the chief scientist and expert group leader of Chinese national 863 plan "tissue organ engineering" major projects, thinks that human embryos has physiological attributes but not social attributes. So the earliest fertilized eggs shouldn't be thought to be person, it is just the beginning of life. So getting embryonic stem cells is not "murder". How should be people? Zong RQ, a famous life ethicist, has argued that according to the confucian view, a man should have shape, mind and consciousness, especially to have self-consciousness. 16 Additionally, a man also should have the interpersonal ability, but the embryo or fetus in the womb does not have this ability. So an early embryo, without the brain and nervous system, and perceptions is still in the general biological cells, which cannot be said to be a normal person. Therefore, there is no fundamental ethical issue.
The debate on the ethics of humancloning embryos
At present, the cloning is divided into therapeutic cloning and reproductive cloning by the scientific community. 17 Therapeutic cloning refers to the organization or the cloned organs for the treatment of diseases. The cloning of embryos manufacturing process used in the laboratory for medical purposes is called the "therapeutic cloning". Reproductive cloning (known as "clone") is a process that human embryos are made based on reproductive cloning technology in the laboratory for the reproductive purpose, which are put human embryos into the body of a woman and then develop into the uterus fetus or babies.
The ethical evidence against reproductive cloning

Cloning is a challenge for human rights and dignity
Human cloningis a kind of people made by artificial asexual reproductive cloning technology, whose genetic characters are the same with prototypes being, but the psychological, acquired behavior, social features and particular personality can't be cloned. 18 So human cloning is a loss of itself and not a complete one, which is a violation of people's unique genetic type rights. Claiming human cloning makes people as reification and tools, which is a serious violation of human rights and human dignity.
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Cloning is a violation of biological evolution of the natural law of development
The origin of human beings is a great leap of the development of the nature evolution. According to molecular anthropology researches, it has been more than 400 years since man and ape-man began to differentiation. It's the result of sexual reproduction evolution and the social culture of human wisdom development. Therefore, the development of cloning technology, if not properly guided, can also bring calamity to human beings.
Human cloning would disrupt the normal ethical orientation of social family
The emergence of human cloning will completely disturb the generational relation and family ethical orientation, because in this process can appear three biological parents including donor eggs, somatic cell nuclear donor and bearer. This means that human beings can continue to reproductive breeding on the conditions that there are women and they can provide mature eggs and uterus. Thus, men are no longer necessary in the human reproductive reproduction, which hit the traditional sexual ethics and disrupt the close human relationship between sex and birth.
The safety of human cloning is difficult to confirm in ethics
The cell level is involved in somatic cell nuclear transfer operation of cloning technology, the risk of losing genetic material in nuclear is obviously far higher than fertilization in vitro. British scientists experienced 227 failures to get a "Dolly". The security of higher cloned mammal has not been solved which has been certificated by the death of dolly.
The ethical evidence supporting therapeutic cloning
It is reported that although reproductive cloning and sex therapeutic cloning are the same in technology, but the latter plays a major role in human life practice, particular in medical practice. 22 It has solved many difficult problems in medical practice and will become a revolutionary technology. Therapeutic cloning technology improves the quality of human life, protects human health of body and mind and promotes medical science and technology progress. It brings new hope for human against diseases, and makes personalized treatment become more feasible. From the standpoint of life ethics, therapeutic cloning technology has positive ethical value for treating diseases, it is not only advantageous to contemporary people's health, but also the development of future generations. It not only accords with contemporary people's interests, but also the interests of the future generations. For a long time, human have been exploring various transplant technologies (including heterogeneous allograft, allograft).
The most difficult problems for the development of the transplantation technology are few sources for organs, large exclusive reactions and short survival time. Therapeutic cloning has solved these problems very well in the clinical application. If a patient needs transplant, doctors take clone cells from the patient which can form blastosphere, and then extract stem cells from the blastosphere. Thus, the exactly same cells, tissues or organs to patients' in genetic and characteristics are produced. In theory, the cloned cells come from the patient himself, and share the same genetic characteristics, so these transplantation treatment cells won't produce allograft rejection. Additionally, the stem cells can reproduce infinitely in vitro which means that thousands of patients are waiting for transplants cannot worry about the shortage of the donors.
Unconfirmed ethical problems of stem cell therapy
The International Society for Stem Cell Research (ISSCR) points out that, in recent years many hospitals and clinics have claimed that they can provide the patients with severe new and effective stem cell therapy, causing many patients suffering from serious illness or injury across borders to find the stem cells "therapy" or "cure" disease methods. 23 The forming "stem cells tourisms" harm the interests of patients, and even delay the illness, endanger patients' life and cause the attention of all walks of life.
At present the clinical treatment of stem cells still have many disputes. Stem cell technology is still in the test phase, and its clinical effect and safety haven't got international recognized. Hyun I, an associate professor of medical school in Ohio University has pointed out that according to recent studies, some diagnosis sociology institutions exaggerated the benefits of stem cell therapy, and understated the risks of stem cell therapy. 24 Some medical institutions cannot provide patients with previous results. Whether for economic benefits or profits, or for the good try to help patients, if patients are diagnosed and treated by the standards of some medical institutions, they might be harmed in body and economic. For example, as reported by an Israeli doctor, a young patient suffered from tumors in the brain and spinal cord after a series of embryonic stem cell transplantation in Moscow hospital. The current international management for stem cell therapy is relatively loose, it will produce serious damage in the field of public trust if occurring aforementioned serious consequences.
CONCLUSION
Human stem cell research and application is a bright career in the history of human civilization, we should support the actively research of our scientists. To ensure the research work smoothly, we ought to establish a series of ethical standards according with the international ethical principles and embryonic stem cell research and application of Chinese national conditions. Under the guidance of the ethics committee, it is a guarantee of properly dealing with the problems of embryonic stem cell researches and applications encountered in ethical, legal and social.
